Movable Bulkhead

A movable dividing bulkhead is the simplest and most cost-effective way to maximize the efficient
use of any aquatic facility. It allows for ultimate flexibility in programming by creating separate areas
for competition, instruction, or recreation in the same pool to be conducted concurrently, if desired.
The swim coach can hold practice while the fitness instructor is teaching water aerobics class, or
while the aquatics director is conducting a lifesaving course, or while kids are playing. Because the
bulkhead is movable, competition courses can be easily changed from 25 yards to 25 meters or 50
meters. Deep and shallow areas can be segregated, minimized, or expanded depending on the
scheduled activity. For large pools, two or more bulkheads can create even more options. By adding
a bulkhead to the design, an owner essentially gets two or more pools for the price of one. Capital
and operational costs can be dramatically reduced by using a bulkhead in one pool instead of building
two separate pools for various uses.
Paddock bulkheads are custom-built entirely from stainless steel and are engineered for strength
and durability, ease of use, and low maintenance. Paddock has been manufacturing movable
bulkheads since 1971 and with hundreds of installations nationwide. We have set a standard of
excellence while remaining a leader in the industry.
Most of our bulkheads are four feet wide, but five and six foot wide bulkheads are becoming more
popular. Paddock can fabricate a bulkhead to exacting specifications, with any width and depth
desired by the customer. When used on pools with our stainless steel recirculating perimeters,
Paddock bulkheads are fitted with wheels for easy movement; our skid-mounted bulkheads can
be installed on any new or existing pool wall. Starting platforms, timing equipment, and stanchion
posts are commonly included. Paddock bulkheads are made with Type 316L stainless steel
to resist staining in corrosive environments
Standard Features
§

Type 316L stainless steel construction

§

Flow through PVC or HDPE grating

§

Built-in variable buoyancy chamber

§

Racing line anchors
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Wheel Mounted

Skid Mounted

Starting Platform Anchors, One Side, or Both Sides
Provisions for timing system
Guardrail
Custom Logo

§
§
§
§
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Starting Platforms, EZ Set II (4909-S), Track Start (4911-S) or Fast Track (4912)

§
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Deck equipment anchors

Skid-mounted

§
§

Type 304L stainless steel construction
Custom Sizes, specify length x width x height

§

Type 316L/304L CLAD stainless steel construction

§
§

Type 316L stainless steel construction

§

Options
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